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ABSTRACT

In recent years, many applications have started using serverless computing platforms primarily due to the ease of deployment and cost efficiency they offer. However, the existing scheduling mechanisms of serverless platforms fall short in catering to the unique characteristics of such applications: burstiness, short and variable execution times, statelessness and use of a single core. Specifically, the existing mechanisms fail short in meeting the requirements generated due to the combined effect of these characteristics: scheduling at a scale of millions of function invocations per second while achieving predictable performance.

In this paper, we argue for a cluster-level centralized and core-granular scheduler for serverless functions. By maintaining a global view of the cluster resources, the centralized approach eliminates queue imbalances while the core granularity reduces interference; together these properties enable reduced performance variability. We expect such a scheduler to increase the adoption of serverless computing platforms by various latency and throughput sensitive applications.
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• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing; n-tier architectures; • Software and its engineering → Scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Serverless computing platforms, such as AWS Lambda [2], Azure Functions [3], and Google Cloud Functions [4], simplify deployment of applications to cloud environments [21]. Users write functions, specify events as execution triggers, and pay only for the actual runtime of functions. Serverless computing platforms automate resource provisioning, scaling, and isolation.

The scalability and cost-efficiency of these systems has led to the development of frameworks that spawn a massive number of tasks for varied workloads, such as video processing [6, 16] and machine learning [20, 41]. Serverless functions exhibit the following unique properties: burstiness, short and variable execution times, statelessness and single-core execution. Despite their rise in popularity, existing serverless platforms lack deployment and scheduling mechanisms tailored to these characteristics of serverless applications.

As Wang et al. [45] pointed out, one limitation of existing serverless platforms is unpredictable performance that primarily arises due to their server-level scheduling granularity. Today, functions are assigned to servers as opposed to individual cores. Such coarse-grain function placement policies result in sharing of physical and virtual resources among function invocations, thereby causing performance variabilities [45]. Figure 1a depicts a coarse-grain server-level scheduling mechanism and Figure 1c shows a finer-grain core scheduling mechanism.

The next limitation of serverless platforms is their inefficient scalability [45] that arises because short lived functions are invoked in bursts by applications [15, 20, 25]. The scalability challenge stems from latency of scheduling, the queueing delay of functions waiting for resources to become available, and latency for deploying and initializing the required function binaries. This challenge of scale makes the use of distributed task-scheduling mechanisms [12, 31, 34, 37] appealing (Figure 1b). However, since such distributed mechanisms do not maintain a global view of the cluster resources they are forced to rely on task migration to handle any work imbalance. This renders them unsuitable for serverless functions that can have high start-up overheads [14]. Section 2 details our analysis of existing scheduling mechanisms.

Finally, the combination of extreme parallelism and large scale required by today’s serverless applications, such as video analytics [6, 16], and ML inference [39, 46], makes shorter end-to-end tail latency a key requirement [10, 15, 25]. Performance variability and limited scalability hinders the adoption of serverless computing for emerging and existing latency sensitive applications.

To alleviate these issues, we argue for a cluster-level scheduler that is centralized and operates at core-granularity as shown in Figure 1c. Being core-granular, the scheduler assigns functions directly to individual cores. It thus improves performance predictability by explicitly managing the sharing of individual cores among simultaneously executing functions. The centralized design of the cluster-level scheduler maintains a global view of cluster resources that enables it to assign work to any core in the cluster. This design thus improves scalability and elasticity by eliminating overloading of cores and any queue imbalances. It also eradicates the need for heavy-weight function migrations away from busy cores.
This section identifies the gap between what existing schedulers can afford to react to them by dynamically provisioning resources. Cloud workloads, such as web search, may experience bursts but stateless serverless functions to suffer delays caused by the wait corresponding data is beneficial. However, there is no reason for moves them between machines so that they execute close to their need for a cluster-level centralized and core-granular scheduler.

2 MOTIVATION
This section identifies the gap between what existing schedulers for serverless functions offer and the expectations of applications as the need for managed services continues to evolve. We focus on unique characteristics of serverless applications that motivate the need for a cluster-level centralized and core-granular scheduler.

2.1 Typical serverless functions
Common workloads deployed on serverless platforms, such as video transcoding, compilation, and machine learning, display the following characteristics that together motivate the need to revisit the scheduler design.

Burstiness: Workloads can fluctuate their degree of parallelism by several orders of magnitude in a matter of seconds [15, 20, 25]. Short but variable execution times: Functions typically live in the range of a few hundreds of milliseconds to a few minutes, and are billed at sub-second granularity. AWS Lambda limits function executions to 15 minutes and bills users at a 100ms-granularity [2]. Low or no intra-function parallelism. Applications exploit parallelism offered by serverless platforms by launching multiple functions simultaneously. However, each function executes on a single or at most two CPUs. Statelessness: Application state is usually stored remotely and hence locality does not matter.

There are other platforms that have some of these characteristics; however, none combines all of them. For example, scientific computing [37] and analytics [34] frameworks usually break jobs down to small tasks similar to serverless functions. Being data-intensive, achieving data locality and leveraging intra-instance parallelism is critical to performance. Hence, a scheduler that queues tasks or moves them between machines so that they execute close to their corresponding data is beneficial. However, there is no reason for stateless serverless functions to suffer delays caused by the wait involved for specific execution environments. Typical long-running cloud workloads, such as web search, may experience bursts but can afford to react to them by dynamically provisioning resources. Thus, start-up and scheduling latencies affect such workloads less severely compared to the short-lived serverless functions.

It is through these characteristics that important performance metrics for serverless functions emerge. The most important is elasticity; any serverless system must be able to spawn a large number of functions in a short period of time. Second, function start-up latency; including scheduling and instantiation overheads, must be kept low and predictable. Finally, high cost efficiency is always necessary in a cloud provider setting.

2.2 Limitations of existing schedulers
We now discuss how existing mechanisms used by general purpose task schedulers and cloud providers fall short in accommodating the needs of serverless functions.

2.2.1 General purpose distributed schedulers. Centralized scheduling approaches are proven to perform better than distributed scheduling algorithms [24]. For instance, an M/M/n queue is provably better than n×M/M/1 queues in terms of tail latency. However, in practice, a centralized scheduler often becomes the bottleneck [34] at large scale. Existing centralized schedulers avoid this bottleneck either by opting for coarse granularity [44] or by making static scheduling decisions based on prior knowledge of task execution graphs [43]. To avoid these limitations, most modern frameworks have adopted a distributed approach [30, 31, 34, 37]. Sparrow [34] achieves low latency scheduling for data analytics frameworks by balancing load across machines using power-of-2 choices. Canary [37] claims that synchronous controller-worker communication is the hurdle for achieving low-latency scheduling. Canary proposes an asynchronous control plane where a central controller tells worker nodes how to redistribute data and therefore work, while workers locally decide when to redistribute. To support fine-grain computations (10 milliseconds) at high throughput (1.8M tasks per second) for reinforcement learning workloads, Ray [31] uses a two-level scheduler; per-node local schedulers that can also forward tasks to a global scheduler. Despite the differences, these frameworks share a common architecture: Tasks are assigned to a server using a simple load balancer while imbalances are detected and handled by per-machine scheduling agents that migrate tasks away from busy servers.

However, such hierarchical scheduling mechanisms are not suitable for serverless functions for two key reasons. First, traditional
task scheduling frameworks assume that the execution environment is already set-up on all servers of a cluster. In serverless systems, source code, binaries and other dependencies need to be fetched remotely, and an isolated execution environment needs to be initialized on each function invocation. Thus, serverless functions tend to incur a start-up cost [45] that makes migration unappealing. Second, the range of execution times of serverless functions can be large, from 100ms to 15min, i.e., 4 orders of magnitude. Such variability leads to queue imbalances that (a) are hard to detect, and (b) may lead to spurious task migrations. For example, even the lower variability associated with exponential execution times has been shown to lead to migration rates as high as 50% [35]. Distributed frameworks cannot handle such migration rates primarily due to the cost associated with finding a candidate machine and migrating a serverless function to it [34].

2.2.2 Existing schedulers for serverless platforms. Details of schedulers implemented by existing serverless platforms are not available publicly. However, open-source platforms, such as Apache OpenWhisk [1], OpenLambda [5], and efforts to reverse engineer AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, and Azure Functions [45], reveal some of the internal workings of these platforms. We note some of these findings motivating the need for a new scheduling mechanism.

Incoming function invocations are assigned to individual servers for execution by a load balancer. We refer to such server-level scheduling as coarse-grain scheduling. Each server informs the load balancer of its readiness to receive more work at a regular time interval. This approach suffers from issues of performance isolation. For example, AWS Lambda packs containers running function invocations on VMs with the aim of improving resource utilization. This coarse-grain scheduling tends to introduce contention for shared resources, and hence results in performance variability [45].

Moreover, such load balancers limit function instantiations [45]. Azure can only scale to 200 function instances and Google Functions enqueue functions and delay instantiation even for lower concurrency levels. This degree of parallelism is not sufficient for several embarrassingly-parallel workloads such as compilation [15], analytics [20], and video encoding [16]. AWS Lambda scales to a higher number of concurrent invocations but can take a few seconds to spawn a few thousand function instances [20]. Such high start-up latency severely limits the ability of applications to react to naturally occurring burstiness or flash crowds [32].

3 SCHEDULER FOR SERVERLESS SYSTEMS

The analysis of existing scheduling frameworks in Section 2 has revealed two key requirements for a serverless function scheduler. It needs to prevent: (a) load imbalances and (b) inter-function interference. These issues have been studied in operating systems research [22, 33, 36]. Centralized scheduling has shown to reduce queuing and load imbalances [22]. Core-granular scheduling can significantly reduce interference [33, 36].

Benefits and implications of core-granular scheduling: Core-granular scheduling enables us to choose a point in the interference-utilization trade-off space. For example, it can avoid (a) scheduling delays due to time-sharing and (b) high-level cache pollution, by ensuring that no two functions are co-located on the same core. On the other hand, to achieve higher utilization, the scheduler can decide to pack multiple functions on a single core. We could also adopt a more complex approach where latency-tolerant batch functions can be packed together and are susceptible to temporary delays while latency-sensitive functions are assigned to their own dedicated core.

Benefits and implications of centralized schedulers: Global view of cluster resources can enable centralized schedulers to harvest unused resources and offer higher elasticity to users, both in terms of increasing the number of concurrent requests and reducing the start-up latency. Moreover, a centralized design can easily adapt to changing requirements, such as support for new hardware, different types of resource allocations, and varying function execution times.

Synergy of centralization and core-granularity: A global core-granular scheduler can assign function instances directly to available cores, thereby reducing queuing time. This also eliminates the need to migrate tasks from one queue to another. However, the proposed centralized scheduler will be operating at a coarser time granularity than the OS-level CPU scheduler. This can potentially lead to resource under-utilization. We discuss how to address this issue and harvest spare resource capacity in section 4.4.

The challenge of scale: To understand the requirements imposed by the underlying infrastructure, let us consider an example of a cluster of 20,000 servers with 32 cores each. Assuming the billing granularity of 100 milliseconds, we need to schedule 20,000×32×10 = 6.4M function instances per second. Achieving such a high request rate using a single scheduler is particularly challenging. The time spent on each scheduling decision must be very short while the scheduling logic needs to be parallelizable. That is why the traditional approach to meeting such requirements is to use distributed mechanisms [34, 37] whose inherent need for migrations makes them unsuitable for serverless platforms.

3.1 A centralized core-granular scheduler

In this section, we propose a design for a centralized core-granular scheduler for serverless platforms. Figure 2 summarizes the key components of the scheduler and its workflow. The centralized scheduler runs on a multicore server. We distinguish between cores on the scheduler server, called scheduler cores, and cores on worker servers, called worker cores. Each scheduler core maintains a list of references to idle worker cores. Incoming requests are assigned to one of the scheduler cores (i) using a load balancing mechanism, e.g., RSS [40]. The scheduler core takes an idle worker core out of its local list (ii) and schedules the function instantiation request to that core (iii). When the function finishes execution, the scheduler is notified and the worker core is added to a scheduler core’s list (iv); not necessarily the same which originally scheduled the function. If a request arrives to a scheduler core whose worker core list is empty (v), it can steal a worker core from the list of a different scheduler core (vi) and schedule the function for execution there (vii).

1For complete performance isolation, mechanisms orthogonal to ours [28] can be used to mitigate memory bandwidth, last-level cache, and network interference.
This design is work-conserving, i.e., functions ready for execution are directly assigned to idle worker cores avoiding unnecessary queueing, eliminating queue imbalances, and reducing start-up latency. Instead of handling imbalances by work stealing and function migrations between machines, we avoid them altogether by stealing references to idle cores within a single machine that executes the scheduling logic. It thus avoids overloading a core when other idle cores exist. Moreover, this design can overcome the scalability challenges and spawn a large number of functions in a short period of time. Scheduling decisions are reduced to the removal of an element from a list while the lack of need for inter-thread communication in the common case allows scaling to a large number of scheduler cores.

3.2 Discussion

Implementation: A cluster-scale centralized scheduler needs to scale to millions of requests per second. To enable scheduling at this scale, we propose leveraging the mechanisms developed for high-performance dataline operating systems [9, 23]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use such mechanisms for a middle-tier service, such as a centralized scheduler.

We focus on two of these mechanisms. IX [9] and eRPC [23] show that the distribution of packets from the NIC to the cores using RSS can scale to high request rates and core counts. This scalability is achieved by ensuring that the work performed by a scheduler core for each function invocation is homogeneous; it does not depend on the type of the invoked function or have any variability. The other performance-critical operation is the stealing of worker cores from scheduler cores’ queues. This translates to the need for high-performance single-producer, multiple-consumer queues. Such data structures are capable of handling tens of millions of requests per second, satisfying our requirements [13, 38, 48].

Fault Tolerance: The system by design is not fault-tolerant. We leave the implementation of fault tolerance to frameworks running atop the scheduler [15, 20]. The number of function requests affected by the failure of any worker server is at most equal to the number of cores of the worker. If the scheduler server fails, the only state a new scheduler server needs to recover is the list of idle worker cores. This can be achieved by exchanging a few bytes with each worker server.

Multicore Functions: Commercial offerings allow serverless functions to use up to 2 cores [2, 4]. While our scheduler is designed for single core functions, it can be extended to support multicore ones with minor modifications, such as maintaining a second list to keep track of pairs of idle worker cores on the same machines at each scheduler core. A scheduler core uses this list for multicore function requests. Using this design, we can accommodate future serverless functions with higher core counts by increasing the number of lists per scheduler core.

4 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The scheduler’s centralized design and per-core scheduling capabilities offer ways to handle some of the open problems of serverless computing platforms.

4.1 Security

Multi-tenant environments need to provide isolation between different users and simultaneously executing instances [11]. The traditional choices for isolation mechanisms have been VMs and containers. Containers are lightweight but face security issues [17, 19], while VMs have higher instantiation cost and memory footprint [29] than containers. There is a large body of work that attempts to achieve the performance of containers and the security offered by VMs [14, 18, 29]. gVisor [18] implements a large part of the Linux kernel’s functionality in userspace. While this approach minimizes the attack surface compared to regular containers, it incurs high start-up and runtime overheads [47]. Amazon’s Firecracker [14] can launch a very simple virtual machine in as little as 125ms and is used for AWS Lambda today. Still, if our eventual goal is to move to 10ms tasks, start-up time needs to be one to two orders of magnitude shorter than that. LightVM [29] achieves start-up times as low as 2.3ms by optimizing the Xen supervisor’s control plane and by building minimalistic application-specific VMs based on unikernels. While it achieves the required performance, the need to build a custom VM image for each different cloud function makes it impractical for serverless platforms.

Our core-granular scheduling approach simplifies the design of a secure runtime system on the worker servers. The fact that the scheduler explicitly controls how many function instances can run concurrently on a worker core eliminates many attack vectors. For example, in the case where only one function runs on each core we can create a single long-running VM per worker core, use that as a mechanism to do resource assignments (e.g., cpumask, memory), and achieve inter-function isolation. Furthermore, we can enforce isolation between the different functions that execute in that VM over time by keeping a clean “copy” of the VM and reverting back to it after each function invocation finishes execution.

We could also explore the use of hardware virtualization extensions and implement functionality similar to Dune’s sandbox [8]. Isolation would be enforced through privilege modes by executing the runtime in ring 0 and the untrusted function code in ring 3. However, there still are open questions regarding the vulnerability of such an isolation mechanism to side-channel attacks.

4.2 Coldstart latency

A significant performance bottleneck for existing serverless platforms is the time taken to deploy the function along with any dependencies it may have. We refer to this time as the coldstart
latency. Given the lack of publicly available details about how the cloud providers deploy user-defined functions to their clusters, we can only speculate using the findings in recently published literature [32, 42, 45]. Existing platforms are assumed to run a container image hub and pull the image corresponding to the user’s function on the VM that is scheduled to run the function. As a result of this, the median (110ms - 3.6sec) and the maximum (1.4sec - 45.7sec) coldstart latencies are high [45]. This has led to attempts to reduce this latency either by trimming down the image size [32] or by fetching dependencies on-demand at runtime [42].

With the proposed centralized core-granular scheduling, function code can run as a regular process, sandboxed using hardware virtualization extensions (see Section 4.1). Therefore, we do not need to fetch a full operating system image; we just need the function code and dependencies. The function code can thus efficiently be shipped to each server on-demand. Moreover, the set of most commonly used libraries for various supported languages can be cached on each server, and the rest can be fetched on-demand. Deciding which dependencies should be cached, and for how long, is an open question. Exploring a peer-to-peer approach may provide a scalable solution for dependency fetching.

The per-core scheduling approach allows for additional optimizations. The cost of initializing the language runtime contributes significantly to coldstart latency [32]. Following an approach similar to the one we discussed in Section 3.2, each scheduler core can have multiple worker core lists. Each list contains cores with "warm" runtime environments for a different language or framework, e.g., Javascript, Python, or Java cores. Function instances are then scheduled to the appropriate core types that do not require runtime initialization. The same approach can be extended to implement existing optimizations such as per-application "warm" containers [7]. This way most of the remaining coldstart latency can be eliminated.

4.3 Naming and addressing system

The emergence of stateful workloads in serverless platforms leads to the generation of data, both ephemeral [25] and long-term [31], that need to be transferred between function instances. Existing serverless platforms do not support direct dynamic communication between function instances; user code can only initiate but not listen for network connections. Moreover, discovering the IP address of a specific function instance and communicating with it directly is challenging for an external service and/or a different function instance. Multi-stage jobs that require data sharing between different function instances need to use paid services such as S3, ElasticCache, or Pocket [26]. Since direct communication between function instances is cheaper and provides lower latency than using an intermediate storage system, some frameworks have used rendezvous servers to side-step these networking limitations [16].

A centralized scheduler simplifies the issue of naming and addressing for cloud functions. The scheduler saves the function-to-core mapping each time a function is scheduled to a core. Function instances can query this mapping using the id of the function instance they want to communicate with and get its IP address. However, such point-to-point inter-function communication cannot accommodate all communication patterns. It is unclear how to implement more complex group communication primitives such as broadcast or gather [27].

4.4 Resource sharing

Sharing resources between serverless functions and other workloads is the key to achieving cost-efficient cloud computing. There is a need for mechanisms that can determine the partitioning of cores between serverless functions and other cloud workloads.

Such mechanisms can use history [49] or simple feedback mechanisms [28]. A mechanism can communicate the core allocation decision to the scheduler as follows: if a core is assigned to the serverless platform, the serverless runtime system on that core is activated and sends a notification to the scheduler that the core is idle and waiting for work. If a core executing a serverless function is assigned to some other workload, the runtime can either wait for the function instance to finish executing or preempt it. Then, it notifies the scheduler that the core is no longer available and sleeps.

5 CONCLUSION

The design and implementation of existing serverless platforms does not allow them to unleash the full potential of serverless computing. In this paper, we propose a new cluster-level scheduler for serverless functions which, departing from existing paradigms, is both centralized and core-granular. In addition to improving elasticity and reducing interference, this scheduler opens up exciting new research avenues in serverless computing.
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